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ABSTRACT

In this article, we evaluate the rationale behind partisan disaffiliation laws, which prevent a candidate from run-
ning as an independent or from switching parties if they have not adequately severed their ties to an existing
party. One prominent justification for these laws is that they help prevent voter confusion, which may result in
the most preferred candidate losing. Utilizing a database of state legislative elections from 1968 to 2014, we
categorize independent and third-party candidates into two groups: those who have run in the past as a Dem-
ocrat or Republican, whom we refer to as former major-party candidates (FMPs), and those who have always
run as a non-major party candidate (ANMs). The findings reveal that the latter appear less strategic about where
to run, and they are unlikely to run again. In contrast, FMPs are much more likely to have held state legislative
office and are more likely to have run multiple times; they are also more strategic, running under conditions that
are advantageous for non-major party candidates. Voters react to this, giving ANMs far fewer votes than FMPs
and being more apt to vote for them when ‘‘spoiling’’ an election is less likely. As a result, ANMs rarely deny
winning candidates majorities, while FMPs who have won office in the past do so more than half the time. Our
findings regarding ‘‘vote stealing’’ do not indicate a systematic tendency for FMPs to take substantially more
votes from the party they recently left in comparison to the other major party. Overall, our findings indicate that
partisan disaffiliation laws achieve the objectives they are designed to promote.
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I wish I had run in the Democratic Primary.

—Statement by independent mayoral candidate Thomas M. Bernabei

at Stark County Election Board hearing, July 6, 2015

But if I leave, if I go, regardless of independent, which I may do—I mean, may or may not. But if I go, I

will tell you, these millions of people that joined, they’re all coming with me.

—Donald Trump, March 3, 2016

The United States federal and state gov-
ernments generally have loose regulations con-

cerning our nation’s elections, but some minimal
regulations exist to avoid outright corruption and
situations where elections produce winners who

are widely disliked by the public.1 For the former,
there is a general consensus that politicians should
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1The danger of a candidate winning office in the United States
without a majority or a very strong plurality (say, greater than
48% of the vote) is quite small, but in first-past-the-post sys-
tems with multiple parties, candidates often win seats with
well under 50% of the vote. This can create a situation where
the public is not happy with the victors, which led to reform
in New Zealand (e.g., Nagel 1994) and failed efforts at reform
in Canada (e.g., LeDuc 2009) and the UK (e.g., Curtice 2013).
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not be able to bribe voters with actual payments,
stuff ballot boxes, and allow people to vote twice.
But for the latter, not all would agree with how far
regulations should go to safeguard against the pub-
lic choosing candidates they ‘‘don’t really like.’’

A situation where this is more likely involves what
we label FMPs, or former major-party candidates,
who run as independents or on third-party labels.
States do, though, have provisions in place that re-
strict this behavior. Many have sore loser laws,
which prevent candidates who lose in a primary
from jumping onto an independent or third-party
line to run in the general election; others also have
disaffiliation requirements, where one must leave a
party well in advance of the primary to be an inde-
pendent (or be associated with a party for a period
of time, if one chooses to switch to a minor party).
These latter laws have been upheld by courts as con-
stitutional limits that help sustain the viability and in-
tegrity of the electoral process (Storer v. Brown

1974; Curry v. Buescher 2010). Judges have ruled
in favor of such laws by referring to the compelling
state interest of preventing ‘‘splintered parties’’ and
avoiding ‘‘voter confusion.’’

Yet, no study has systematically evaluated the role
recent major-party defectors, running as non-major
party candidates, have on elections. If these types of
candidacies create electoral confusion, leading to can-
didates winning with weak pluralities and major-party
candidates winning in districts traditionally won by
the other party, then there is evidence that the legal
reasoning behind these decisions carries some weight.
If, however, these types of candidates do not create
these issues when they run for office, then one
might question the value of maintaining such restric-
tions. Therefore, this study is interested in the use of
non-major party labels by FMPs, with the under-
standing that the term ‘‘non-major party’’ is inclusive
enough to refer to both third parties and indepen-
dents. The use of these labels, by FMPs, is studied
in contrast to those candidates who use these labels
but were always non-major party candidates, or
what we label ANMs.

To study the degree to which FMPs are different
from other non-major party candidates, we utilize
state legislative returns from 1968–2014, often
restricting the analyses to 1978–2014, as appropriate.
In terms of differentiating the types of candidates, we
find clear evidence that FMPs run under different con-
ditions than other non-major party candidates, which
suggests that there is a tendency for the motivations

behind FMP and ANM campaigns to differ. FMPs
also receive much higher percentages of the vote; voters
are sophisticated enough to refrain from giving many
votes to ANMs. Because of this, FMPs are more likely
to deny a winning candidate a majority of the vote than
are ANMs. This means that their potential to ‘‘spoil’’
elections, and cause the most preferred candidate to
lose, is much greater. However, we do not find that
FMPs consistently take substantially more votes from
the party they just left than the other major party.

Overall, the results signal that the rationale be-
hind partisan disaffiliation laws is supported, when
considering how FMPs often deny candidates ma-
jorities. In the process of assessing the rationale be-
hind partisan disaffiliation laws, we also find
evidence that scholars should pay more attention
to non-major party candidates’ past experiences
when studying such campaigns, as FMPs are clearly
different than ANMs in important ways. We also
provide several insights for the study of non-major
party candidates generally, that have not been sys-
tematically evaluated in prior research.

REGULATING NON-MAJOR PARTY
CANDIDACIES

Since the adoption of the Australian ballot, and
even previous to this, political parties and state gov-
ernments sought to regulate who is, and who is not,
a candidate for office. Prior to governments taking
control of the ballot, political parties and candidates
could produce ballots themselves. Needless to say,
this led to a wide array of techniques to advantage
one party or candidate over another, including the
circulation of party ballots with the wrong party
name at the top of the ballot and efforts by rogue
partisans who created ballots with their own
names in place of official party nominees.

Starting in the late 1800s and early 1900s, much
to the advantage of the major parties (Argersinger
1980; Reynolds and McCormick 1986; Ware
2000), ballots fell under government rules and reg-
ulations. Third parties now faced barriers to entry,
such as signature requirements, payments, and
vote totals that must be reached in order to keep
the party on the ballot. Independent candidates, or
those running without party labels, were also sub-
ject to such restrictions. And, while the decline in
third-party voting from its peak in the late 1800s
and early 1900s to today is not caused, at least
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directly, by these ballot restrictions (see Hirano and
Snyder 2007; Tamas and Hindman 2014), it clearly
changed how third parties and independents en-
gaged in elections.

These rules and restrictions remain, and have
been found to limit the number of non-major party
candidacies, especially through signature require-
ments (Lem and Dowling 2006) but also filing
fees (Smith 2014). This does not mean, though,
that they ultimately affect outcomes for candidates
who make it on the ballot. Burden (2007) found
that higher signature requirements for ballot access
decrease the number of third-party candidates but
do not significantly affect their vote totals; Lee’s
(2012a) research agrees with the first part but
finds evidence that higher signature requirements
lead to increased vote totals for those who get on
the ballot. In Florida, where a 1998 voter-approved
amendment made ballot access easier, Schraufnagel
and Milita (2010) find evidence of more non-major
party candidates but no effect on performance at the
polls. Thus, despite variations in ballot access, suc-
cess is limited in terms of voting.2

Still, these ballot restrictions do not merely hin-
der outsider candidates; they limit the actions of
partisan politicians, angered by their own parties.
Prior to the Australian ballot, these politicians
could simply produce their own ballots or circulate
‘‘pasters’’ to add their name to a regular party ballot.
But in modern elections, this is not possible; they
need to find other ways onto the ballot. This re-
quires winning a third-party nomination, but there
needs to be a party with ballot access that is also
amenable to their goals. Otherwise, launching an in-
dependent campaign, without party support, makes
sense. However, ‘‘sore loser laws,’’ in the vast ma-
jority of states, bar candidates who lose in primary
elections from entering the general election on an-
other ballot line. Decisions to run without party sup-
port, then, must often be made well in advance of an
election year.

These laws signal that states believe a balance is
needed between competitiveness and freedom of as-
sociation on the one hand, and the danger of ballot
manipulation and voter confusion on the other.
While there is a need to allow candidates and poli-
ticians some flexibility in choosing which parties to
align with, or no party affiliation if they so choose, it
seems prudent to prevent efforts by politicians to
obfuscate voters—intentionally or not—by chang-
ing or abandoning a party. In those cases, the health

of a democracy is at risk; the public expects that
elections be run fairly and without efforts to con-
fuse, and this is one way that could chip away at per-
ceptions of electoral legitimacy.

High profile cases, where major-party candidates
switch to an independent label to maintain ballot ac-
cess, have occurred. Charlie Crist, the Republican
governor of Florida, left his party in 2010 in his
bid for Senate when it became clear he would not
win the primary against Marco Rubio (Cillizza
2014). He did not disassociate with the Republican
Party until 12 days after he entered the race as a no
party affiliation, or NPA, candidate (Florida Senate
Interim Report 2011-119 2010).

To limit such maneuvering, some states have
adopted disaffiliation requirements to require that
candidates are not affiliated with a party before run-
ning as an independent. The rationale put forth to de-
fend disaffiliation requirements has relied quite
heavily on the state’s ability to maintain the integrity
of the process. This rationale was espoused in Storer

v. Brown (1974), when the Supreme Court ruled in
favor of the state of California’s partisan disaffilia-
tion laws. Those writing the Court’s majority opinion
argued that states had the option of limiting the asso-
ciational rights of candidates in order to protect the
primary process and the potential use of independent
lines by disgruntled party members:

It [the law in question] protects the direct pri-
mary process by refusing to recognize inde-
pendent candidates who do not make early
plans to leave a party and take the alternative
course to the ballot. It works against indepen-
dent candidacies prompted by short-range po-
litical goals, pique, or personal quarrel. It is
also a substantial barrier to a party fielding
an ‘‘independent’’ candidate to capture and
bleed off votes in the general election that
might well go to another party. (Storer v.

Brown 1974, 725)

Even the dissenting opinion agreed there were
‘‘compelling state interests’’ (Storer v. Brown

1974, 760) in regulating the ballot. The dissent itself
was focused on the burden placed on potential

2Nevertheless, third-party and independent campaigns are im-
portant despite rarely winning (Gillespie 1993, 2012; Rosen-
stone et al. 1996; Rapoport and Stone 2008; Schraufnagel
2011; Lee 2012b).
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candidates; it was suggested that twelve months in
advance is much too far away from the primary
elections which the state seeks to keep protected.
But, even in the dissent, there was agreement that
the state’s use of partisan disaffiliation laws was
one method for helping to retain electoral integrity.
Political parties do retain some say over candidate
selection, though. The Tashjian v. Republican

Party of Connecticut (1986) decision allows politi-
cal party by-laws to specify when other candidates
may be invited to run under their party banner, re-
gardless of length of affiliation/disaffiliation.

Even with this ability, cases involving partisan
disaffiliation persist. And, in these other court
cases, at various levels of the judicial system, the
main thrust of the Storer decision has been upheld
(Davis v. State Election Board of Oklahoma 1988;
Van Susteren v. Jones 2003; South Dakota Libertar-

ian Party v. Gant 2014; but see Anderson v. Cele-

brezze 1980 on presidential ballot access).
One recent example is in Curry v. Buescher (2010),

where the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit
sided with the secretary of state of Colorado, who de-
nied state legislative candidate Kathleen Curry access
to the ballot because she had not disaffiliated with the
Democratic Party far enough in advance to qualify for
an independent line. The justices cited much of the
logic from the Storer case in upholding the partisan
disaffiliation law, also noting similar challenges in
the state that found these laws to be constitutional
(see Thournir v. Meyer 1986; Colorado Libertarian

Party v. Secretary of State of Colorado 1991). Fur-
thermore, the decision mentions the Tashjian (1986)
case, as the Democratic Party of Colorado has differ-
ent provisions for running under its party label than
the Republican Party. Ultimately, the court’s decision
stated, ‘‘Thus, we conclude that Colorado’s compel-
ling interest in political stability . outweighs her
[Curry’s] interest in pursuing an independent candi-
dacy after the statutory deadline’’ (Curry v. Buescher

2010).
This logic has also been adopted elsewhere. For

example, a 1999 analysis from the Minnesota State
House Research Department described how a parti-
san disaffiliation law would help in ‘‘protecting the
integrity of the political party process,’’ in part to
stop the possibility of a subversive independent can-
didate, pushed by one political party over another,
and for ‘‘protecting the integrity of the electoral pro-
cess,’’ so that one could ascertain whether or not ‘‘a
candidate is truly independent’’ (McKnight 1999).

Similar sentiments are found in a Florida Senate re-
port on partisan disaffiliation, too (Florida Senate
Interim Report 2011-119 2010). And, while neither
state has made these changes to date, the logic
used by these state government services, and relied
on by politicians, is a direct descendent of the logic
presented in the Storer decision.

Thus, while one can debate the merits of these re-
quirements and the proper period of time for disaf-
filiation, the courts have upheld these provisions in
numerous cases. Yet, some states have chosen not to
implement these requirements; candidates can
move from party to party, or from party to unaffili-
ated, with ease. But, the reason consistently given
for sore loser laws and disaffiliation requirements
is that the presence of independent or third-party
candidates who are choosing these options for elec-
toral reasons is potentially putting the integrity of
the process at risk.

Table 1 displays partisan disaffiliation require-
ments in place, as of 2015, for both independent
and minor-party candidates. States that do not have
partisan disaffiliation laws are excluded from the
table. Fifteen states have disaffiliation requirements
for independent candidates, while twelve have disaf-
filiation requirements for minor-party candidates.3

While a few states simply require that an independent
candidate must be non-affiliated by the time they
submit petitions for nomination, a number require
much longer periods. For example, Kentucky law
says that a potential candidate must be disaffiliated
from a political party before January 1 of an election
year or not be eligible to run as an independent.
Additionally, a few states have special provisions.
For example, Montana’s partisan disaffiliation law
appears only to apply to those who have held, or
did hold, public office or a position of power in a
party; just having been a party member, and perhaps
an active member, is not enough. Needless to say, the
landscape varies considerably for those states with
disaffiliation requirements.

Partisan disaffiliation laws are obviously similar
to sore loser provisions. Today, only three states
(New York, Connecticut, and Iowa) do not have

3It should be noted that the landscape for minor parties is more
problematic than the chart shows, due to the various laws in
place regulating party status. Thus, depending on statutes in
place, and based on a party’s performance or number of mem-
bers, a non-major party could find itself forced to adhere to the
restrictions in the major, minor, or independent columns listed
in Table 1.
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sore loser provisions (Kang 2010; Burden et al.
2014), and the systems used in California, Wash-
ington, and Louisiana do not require such laws.
In these six states, only California has a partisan
disaffiliation law on its books. And of course, par-
tisan disaffiliation laws are more wide reaching in
their scope than sore loser laws, so a state with both
a sore loser and a disaffiliation provision will place
more limits on candidates than a state with just the
former.

NON-MAJOR PARTY CANDIDATES
IN STATE LEGISLATIVE RACES:

THE BASICS

Despite these barriers, non-major party candidates
remain a common feature of elections at all levels of
government, and no research to date has provided a
comprehensive accounting of non-major party candi-
dates in state legislative elections. To begin this ex-
ploration, as a means of judging the rationale
behind partisan disaffiliation laws, we want to create
a simple baseline by establishing under what condi-
tions non-major party candidates run for office and
how successful, on average, they are. This is done
in Table 2. We focus on state legislative elections be-
cause a comprehensive database of local elections
has not yet been developed. For this study, we utilize
the State Legislative Election Returns (SLERs) data-
base, a publicly available database of state legislative
elections (Klarner et al. 2010; Klarner 2013).4 It cov-
ers all 50 states for the 1968 to 2014 period and
includes almost all general elections held in those
years, although the first ten years of this period are
excluded from the analyses displayed in Tables 3
through 7, as will be explained below.

We eliminate Connecticut and New York from the
sample, as fusion ballots play a significant role in the
elections of these states. The availability of poten-
tial fusion between non-major and major parties in
the future changes the decision calculus of voters
when confronted with the choice of whether to vote
for a non-major party that is not fused with a major
party in the current election. This is especially true
for New York, where the political system maintains sev-
eral minor parties that rely heavily on cross-nominating
major-party candidates to survive (Scarrow 1986), thus
increasing third-party voting in the process. For the
1978 to 2014 period, SLERs reports 5,864 candidates
in New York who ran both on a major-party label and

on a non-major party label in the same election, and
741 such candidates in Connecticut.5

To further isolate the impact of non-major party
candidates on elections, we restrict our analyses to
elections with one seat to be won, such as in single-
member districts and post-multimember districts.
Free-for-all multimember districts, a practice not un-
common early in the dataset, have different dynamics
than single-member districts and are excluded.

Last, write-in candidates were excluded from all
of the following analyses. Such ‘‘candidates’’ may
not be candidates, in the sense that they were not ac-
tively campaigning for office, or may not be actual
people (i.e., ‘‘Mickey Mouse’’). People especially
appear to have a tendency to write in the names of
incumbents in neighboring districts or after an in-
cumbent retires. Most importantly, because substan-
tially more effort has to be made to write in a
candidate’s name, write-in candidates receive far
fewer votes than other non-major party candidates.
Despite all this, some write-in candidacies are ‘‘le-
gitimate’’ campaigns, and 46 in SLERs even win.
To ensure that findings are not contaminated by ‘‘le-
gitimate’’ write-ins, we exclude the 138 elections in
which the total write-in vote was more than five per-
cent. In other words, all write-in candidates were
excluded, but the elections they ran in were retained
unless the write-in obtained more than five percent
of the vote.6 Thus, even with the exclusions of

4We use the most recent version, updated through 2014 and ex-
tensively cleaned. The 2013–2014 addendum has not been
made public yet and was obtained from Klarner.
5We also exclude elections from Nebraska, Virginia before
2000, and Minnesota before 1973 because of the non-partisan
state legislative elections used in these states at those times.
We also exclude Louisiana because of its unique balloting sys-
tem. We also exclude California for 2012 and 2014, and Wash-
ington for 2008 through 2014, after their adoption of top-two
primaries. In California, there were an average of .60 non-
major party candidates in elections, while after the adoption
of the top-two primary, this average was .04. The average in
Washington went from .11 to .07. Additionally, Washington
candidates can use whatever party label they choose after get-
ting on the ballot under the new system, making it difficult to
code non-major party status.
6There are many instances of candidates who are designated as
a non-major party candidate of one type or another in SLERs
who are probably write-ins. The SLERs codebook documents
some of the methods used to identify write-ins the last time it
was cleaned. Still, more write-ins were identified because of
greater access to returns than the authors of the last edition of
SLERs possessed, and mistakes made in a few of their decision
rules. We considered any non-major party candidate who re-
ceived both less than 50 votes and less than one percent of
the overall vote to be a write-in.
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various types of cases, the dataset used here covers
46 states, over 91,808 elections, and 37 years (for
analyses that are limited to 1978 to 2014).

The electoral success and frequency of non-major
party candidates in the dataset is presented in
Table 2. It indicates that only 10.8 percent of elec-
tions have non-major party candidates in them,
and that when these candidates run, they only obtain
an average of 10.9 percent of the vote. In fact, the
success of non-major party candidates in state legis-
lative elections is so low that they only won 210 of
the 111,678 elections examined (one-fifth of one per-
cent). Rows two and three of the table indicate that
the propensity for non-major party candidates to
run is roughly the same whether an election is fully
contested by the two major parties or whether there
is only one Democrat or one Republican. However,
column two of rows two and three indicates that
non-major party candidates receive far more votes
when they oppose just one major-party candidate.
The average non-major party candidate running
against one Democrat and one Republican obtains
merely 5.7 percent of the vote. However, those who
run against just one Democrat or one Republican
can expect 20.3 percent of the vote.7 The explanation
from a wasted vote perspective is obvious. Casting a
vote for a non-major party candidate in such a situa-
tion cannot cause your most preferred major-party
candidate to lose. Studies of the impact of ballot ac-
cess requirements on the percentage of votes non-
major party candidates obtain should therefore take
the extent of contestation into account.

But this is also a theoretically important contribu-
tion. The fact that non-major party candidates are not
particularly more likely to run when only one major-
party candidate is running in contrast to a situation

with two major-party candidates running is a poten-
tial sign that many, though clearly not all, non-major
party candidates are running for expressive pur-
poses. If the goal of running was to win elections,
such easily assessed and consequential conditions
would figure prominently in the decisions of non-
major party candidates on whether to run or not.

Table 2 displays more patterns that will become
relevant later in this analysis. Only about one percent
of elections have two or more non-major party can-
didates. When this occurs, non-major party candi-
dates can expect to obtain about three percent less
in the election (8.0 versus 11.4 percent). This is con-
sistent with the idea that there is a limit to the number
of voters who prefer to vote for non-major party can-
didates, and if more run at the same time, the votes of
this block of people will be split to an extent.

Row six of Table 2 indicates that only 3.0 percent of
elections have independent candidates running in
them, while 8.0 percent have some manner of third-
party candidate. Furthermore, it should be noted that
many ‘‘third-party’’ candidates are legally indepen-
dent candidates. Twenty-five states allow independent
candidates to put a ‘‘political party designation’’ of
their choosing next to their name on the ballot. Our
classification, then, does not indicate the legal status
of non-major party candidates but the face that such
candidates present to voters. This is critical, as the
choice to label oneself as independent in these states,
versus some other designation with an expressive
meaning, is key to the differentiation.

Table 2. Electoral Success and Frequency of Non-Major Party State Legislative

Candidates Under Different Conditions, 1968–2014

Numerator of percentage in column three

Percent of
elections

with attribute

Average percent
of vote obtained

by non-major
party candidates

% of elections with non-major party candidates 10.8 (111,678) 10.9 (13,114)
% of elections with two major-party candidates with non-major party candidates 11.7 (68,466) 5.7 (8,691)
% of elections with only one major-party candidate with non-major party candidates 9.4 (43,171) 20.3 (4,370)
% of elections with just one non-major party candidate 10.0 (111,678) 11.4 (11,144)
% of elections with two or more non-major party candidates .9 (111,678) 8.0 (1,970)
% of elections with independent candidates 3.0 (111,678) 18.8 (3,518)
% of elections with third-party candidates 8.1 (111,678) 8.0 (9,596)

Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate number of cases with attribute. Sample only includes elections involving one seat. All states are included,
with the exception of CA (2012 and later), CT, LA, MN (to 1972), NE, NY, VT (to 1984), VA (to 1999), and WA (2008 and later).

7Lee (2012) mentions this pattern for 1994 U.S. House elec-
tions.
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These independent candidates obtain 18.8 percent
of the vote on average, while third-party candidates
average 8.0 percent. The fact that independent candi-
dates receive more votes is consistent with the wide-
spread finding that moderate candidates receive
more votes than more extreme candidates (Erikson
and Wright [2005], but see Rogers’ [2014] work
that implies these findings may not apply to state leg-
islatures), although what drives this tendency is not
important for our larger argument.8 Although there
is doubtlessly a great deal of diversity in the motives
of the candidates, the fact that nearly three out of four
non-major party candidates run on a third-party label,
despite independent candidates obtaining more than
twice as many votes on average, is more evidence
that suggests many non-major party candidates are
running for expressive purposes. Third-party labels
encompass both well-established parties—such as
the Libertarian and Green Parties—and labels that
are made up by candidates and only appear once
on ballots. Examples include ‘‘Ethical Efficient Gov-
ernment,’’ ‘‘Get a Grip,’’ and ‘‘Putting People First.’’

A logistic regression which examined the proba-
bility a non-major party candidate would run in a fu-
ture election was conducted to supplement the
findings in Table 2. Among those who did not win,
non-major party candidates are actually more likely
to run the smaller the percentage of votes they re-
ceive (p < .01).9 If many of these candidates ran
solely to win office, it follows that they would likely
be discouraged from running again by obtaining so
few votes.

FORMER MAJOR-PARTY CANDIDATES

Not all non-major party candidates are the same.
Some are potentially FMPs, which we noted earlier
are major-party candidates who launch campaigns
on a non-major party label. These individuals
could be motivated to win office, or desire to
upset a member of their former major party to
gain leverage within the party. Regardless of the
specifics of each possible reason, we argue that
FMPs can create an electoral coordination problem.
This is not the first time races with three or more
candidates have been studied from the standpoint
of voter coordination; in fact, there is a rich litera-
ture in comparative politics (see Crisp et al. 2012
for a review of the literature), sometimes connected
to the United States (e.g., Chhibber and Kollman

2004).10 But what makes this scenario different is
that the non-major party candidate is a partisan run-
ning without the major-party label, thus creating a
situation where one party has essentially two candi-
dates on the ballot.

Let us consider a hypothetical mayoral election in a
strongly Democratic city. Two Democrats appear on
the ballot, one with the official party designation
and one as an independent; both are relatively well-
known politicians. These two face off against a
Republican in the general election. Now, for Demo-
cratic voters, this could create a problem. If voters
have preferences for one Democrat over another, yet
are unsure of the preferences of other Democratic vot-
ers, it will be hard for them to organize their support
behind one candidate. This opens up the possibility
for the Republican candidate, who is clearly not fa-
vored in this district, to gain a plurality of the vote
and win the seat, despite a majority voting for the
two Democrats combined. Certainly, such a scenario
is not optimal for the city, and the opposite could
occur in a strong Republican area where two Repub-
licans run, one with the party label and one without.

The reason this situation is so demanding for
voters is that it is hard to determine candidate via-
bility, and one of the greatest signals of viability is
political experience. This is compounded by the
past affiliation of the independent candidate; for
voters with some knowledge about politics, the
candidate could still easily be identified as a
Democrat or a Republican, even if the candidate
claims otherwise and runs on the ballot without
the party label. If voters are unaware, they may
simply vote based on familiarity with a name and
the assumption that the candidate is still a major-
party candidate.

Granted, the voters themselves could become
more informed, but even then, the possible confu-
sion created by the candidacy could leave voters
perplexed as to the best option come Election
Day. Outside major races for the presidency,

8If voters select candidates who are the closest to them ideolog-
ically, then odds are that some voters will perceive independent
candidates to be closer to them ideologically than a third-party
candidate who stakes out a position by aligning themselves with
a party or at least a label.
9Y = -1.2632 - .0068(Prior Vote %) + E, with ‘‘Prior Vote Per-
cent’s’’ standard error at .0027.
10There are also studies looking at party and voter coordination
in American history, especially prior to the Civil War (Jenkins
and Morris 2006; Chamberlain 2014), when multiple parties
were contesting for office.
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Congress, and governor, voters often have much less
polling information, if any at all. Though they might
know they live in a Democratic city, they might not
know the degree to which other Democratic voters
will support the party’s own or the Democrat running
without the party’s formal support. If the total votes
for the two Democratic candidates will be twice that
of the Republican candidate, Democratic voters’
preferences will not be hurt by having an intraparty
feud in the general election. Whichever Democratic
candidate of the two receives the most votes, it will
not cause the Republican candidate to win. But de-
termining that is harder than merely figuring out
which candidate is running ahead in a race with
two candidates. On top of all this, it can be especially
daunting when the candidate running without a party
label abandons ship at the last minute; voters might
not be aware of the change in affiliation until Elec-
tion Day arrives. Thus, we argue the difference be-
tween Charlie Crist, mentioned earlier, and Lincoln
Chafee, who left the Republican Party in 2007 be-
fore running as an independent for governor of
Rhode Island in 2010 (and then joining the Demo-
crats in 2013), is an important one for voters, the
media, political parties, and politicians. The former
appears as a blatant political move to avoid differ-
ences within his party, while the latter appears to
be a somewhat more reflective process of where
he stands politically.

At the extreme, such situations could lead to
‘‘political manipulation,’’ or the ability to change
outcomes from what they would have been other-
wise by controlling the choices that people are con-
fronted with (Riker 1982). Creating coordination
issues might deny majorities and shift pluralities
to the other party, as in the scenario laid out earlier
in this section. In fact, it could be a strategic effort
on the part of an FMP to show their former party
their political worth, in terms of votes, in that dis-
trict. This could provide significant leverage when
moving back to a major party, which would want to
regain control of the lost seat; electoral coordina-
tion issues can exist in combination with a specific
strategy of ‘‘upsetting the apple cart.’’ A self-
interested politician of one major party might be
encouraged to run and even be supported by mem-
bers of the other major party. Because of the pos-
sibilities discussed in this section, then, the
differences between FMPs and ANMs, or those
who are always non-major party candidates, ap-
pear important.

MEASURING PRIOR ATTACHMENT
TO A MAJOR PARTY

Before exploring the differences between these
two styles of non-major party candidacies, a frame-
work for measuring FMPs is needed. Specifically,
we measure the affiliation of a non-major party can-
didate with the major parties on the basis of whether
the last time they ran for state legislature it was as a
major-party candidate. Our measure is not one that
corresponds to any legal definition of partisan affili-
ation, but it provides insight into how voters respond
to non-major party candidates whom they perceive as
being affiliated with a major party. State laws vary
greatly in what constitutes disaffiliation anyway,
and how judges will rule on specific pieces of evi-
dence in a specific state is often uncertain as well.
Furthermore, the fact that an independent candidate
is currently in an office for which they were elected
as a Democrat or Republican is often utilized as ev-
idence in disaffiliation cases. As a result, it is impor-
tant to distinguish FMPs on the basis of whether they
ran in the immediate past or not, and especially
whether they won or lost their last election. Winners
from the immediate past are plausibly more associ-
ated with a major party than their counterparts.

We then place non-major party candidates into six
categories. The first four are FMPs, divided into
groups based on whether they won or lost in the
past, and whether it was in the immediate past or
sometime further in the past.11 These are labeled
‘‘FMP-current office holder,’’ ‘‘FMP-past winner,’’
‘‘FMP-recent loser,’’ and ‘‘FMP-past loser.’’ Most,
but not all of the current office holders are incum-
bents, some currently holding office in the other
chamber of the legislature. If the last time a non-
major party candidate ran as a Democrat or Republi-
can was more than ten years ago, they are not coded
as an FMP of any type. Instead, they are relegated to a
fifth category of non-major party candidates who may
or may not be associated with a major party in the
public’s mind, whom we label ‘‘disaffiliation uncer-
tain.’’ To ensure that always non-major party candi-
dates have not run in the past as a major-party

11An FMP is defined as running immediately in the past if it was
for an office whose term length would have carried them to the
current election had they won. If a non-major party candidate
won as a major-party candidate in the past, but not the immediate
past, and they ran as a major party candidate in the immediate past
but lost, they are categorized as an ‘‘FMP-past winner.’’
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candidate, we exclude the first ten years of useable
elections for any given state from analysis. A sixth
category represents the ANMs, or the non-major
party candidates who have never run as a major-
party candidate in a prior election.

State legislative elections are an appropriate level
of election to test hypotheses about the impact of
FMPs, too. They tend to receive much less attention
than statewide and congressional races. Because of
this, polls reporting on them—which could be used
by voters to assess the viability of the candidates
running—are uncommon; these are the types of elec-
tions where, if there are electoral coordination issues
when FMPs enter, some evidence should exist.12

Although there are differences between state legisla-
tive elections and elections of other types, the impact
of FMPs in our analysis provides insight into how
such candidates might influence local elections. As
mentioned above, this is especially important given
the absence of a comprehensive database of local
elections. Furthermore, the extensive scope of
SLERs yields a sizeable enough number of FMPs
for statistical analysis. And, finally, the focus on
state legislative elections in this way is the first effort
to systematically assess the extent of non-major party
success in this type of election.

With our definition of FMPs and the use of state
legislative elections in mind, two additional points
need to be made before proceeding. First, it is natu-
ral to wonder how many of these FMPs are related
to changes occurring because of Southern Demo-
crats leaving the party and becoming Republicans,
a possibility given the time period of the sample
and the slower shift to Republican power, from
Democratic dominance, at the state level in the re-
gion. But only 77 of 410 FMPs examined here
were from the South, and their proportion does
not vary substantially between the different catego-
ries of FMPs we create.13

Second, our measure does not include many state
legislative candidates who are affiliated with a
major party who then go on to run as a non-major
party candidate. For example, they may have re-
cently won election to a local office on a major-
party ticket or have a prominent party leadership po-
sition. Having won a prominent local office as an
established Democrat or Republican, with the elec-
toral support that would come along with that, they
are still lumped in with the ANMs when comparing
vote totals of the different categories of non-partisan
candidates, thus reducing the observed differences

between the categories. Although this limitation is
regrettable, our measure of non-major party candi-
dates’ affiliation with a major party is one that
biases our tests against finding that such candidates
receive a larger portion of the vote than other non-
major party candidates, and it is the best that can
be created at this time.

Table 3 shows that ANMs are much more com-
mon than FMPs. Yet, FMPs make up 3.9 percent of
such candidacies, and these candidates are much
more likely to have won office in the past than
ANMs. A surprising fact the table reveals is that of
the 241 non-major party candidates who have ever
won in the past, 189 are FMPs. Also important is
the fact that 76.2 percent of ANMs in the sample
were running for the first time. Experience as candi-
dates, then, is clearly on the side of FMPs. It is also
important to remember that the rarity of such candi-
dates is itself a function of laws in many states pre-
venting them from running.

Partisan disaffiliation laws are implicitly based
on a somewhat cynical view of major-party politi-
cians who seek refuge outside a major party. And,
while we do not maintain that we can divine the mo-
tivation of every one of these candidates, we expect
a number of patterns to emerge if these candidates
are running for the sake of political expediency.

First, FMPs would tend to run as independents, not
members of a third party. If they wish to maximally
take advantage of their link to a major party to obtain
more votes, they would want to distance themselves
as little as possible from that party. Running as an in-
dependent instead of on a third-party label would be a
way to minimize this distancing. In contrast, there is a
likely tendency for ANMs to represent different un-
derlying motives. Running as a third-party candidate,
for them, is potentially more of an expressive en-
deavor, though the motives can range from a real ef-
fort to win, to a true belief in a minor party’s
platform with the goal of promoting the cause, to
the creation of a ballot label that represents a candi-
date’s pet issue, to simply the enjoyment of running
for office and the attention it can bring. Granted,

12Furthermore, signature requirements for state legislative races
are often lower than for U.S. Congress (Shock 2008), which
could potentially make a non-major party option more desirable
to an established politician.
13The number of Southern FMPs of those FMPs listed in
Table 3 is 19, 18, 16, and 26, respectively. The percentage of
FMPs from the South goes down to 15.0 percent in Table 5,
which analyzes contested elections.
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former major-party candidates can have a true change
of heart, and a truly independent candidate could still
think strategically about what the label represents, rel-
ative to the major parties. But, the tendency will be for
FMPs to find strategic advantages in the independent
label over a third-party endorsement while ANMs
will view the landscape differently.

This receives confirmation in Table 4, where evi-
dence pertaining to differences in how ANMs and
FMPs think about their campaigns is presented.
Only 23.8 percent of ANMs run as independents
compared to between 57.7 and 78.8 percent of
FMPs, depending on the category. This suggests
that the independent label is sought by FMPs, be-
cause they are more likely to act strategically and
with an eye to the office in comparison to ANMs,
who are more likely to seek third-party labels, per-
haps because they are more likely to be motivated
by ideological, ego, or expressive policy motivations
in running for office. This finding provides system-
atic evidence to support Brancati’s (2008) specula-
tion that independent candidates are more likely to
be political insiders alienated from their party.

Second, and in relation to the first point, the
FMPs would have a tendency to run in the future
on the same party label they recently abandoned.
If they have really had a philosophical break with
their party, it would seem strange if they had a
higher rate of turning towards a major party in the
future (and the one they just rejected at that) in com-
parison to ANMs. Note also that even if all FMPs
broke from their major party for reasons of political
expediency, many would not run again, and many

might still go on to run as a non-major party candi-
date in the future, especially if they win.

Accordingly, Table 4 indicates that 29.8 percent of
FMPs who have held office in the immediate past run
in the future on a major-party ticket in comparison to
3.2 percent of ANMs, while other types of FMPs do so
between 7.2 and 17.2 percent of the time.14 About a
quarter of FMPs who run on a major-party ticket
later do so on a party’s label that does not match
their initial party, but the other three-quarters return
to the major party they ran on in the past. Overall,
the actions of the FMPs suggest they are often moti-
vated by strategic behavior. Table 4 also indicates that
FMPs who are current office holders are more likely
to run again, regardless of the label they adopt when
doing so, than other FMPs, and are especially more
likely to run again than ANMs. Again, this is an indi-
cation that, on average, their motives for running for
office differ substantially from ANMs.

Conversely, ANMs that run again are more likely
to remain non-major party candidates than FMPs.
However, about three-quarters of ANMs in our sam-
ple do not run again for the state legislature. While
this does not rule out their running for other offices,
it does reveal, in comparison to their FMP counter-
parts, that these ANMs are quite frequently one-
and-done candidates. This finding is important in dif-
ferentiating the two types of candidates, but it is also a
unique finding that has not been reported elsewhere.

Third, they would have a tendency to run in elec-
tions in which the candidate of the party they recently
left is unopposed. If these candidates were motivated
to leave their party and run under another banner,
more for ideological reasons than out of political ex-
pediency, we would expect that the number of major-
party candidates would have less bearing on their
decision to run. As indicated in Table 2, non-major
party candidates who oppose just one major-party
candidate get substantially higher percentages of the
vote than those opposing two. Yet, while Table 4 indi-
cates that there is some tendency for FMPs to be more
likely to run against just one major-party candidate
than ANMs, the difference is not large.

Furthermore, the expectation that they will be
running against members of their prior party if
they only have one opponent is not always correct.

Table 3. Frequency of Former Major-Party

and Always Non-Major Party Independent

and Third-Party Candidates by Prior Electoral

Experience, 1978–2014

Type of non-major
party candidate

Percent of non-major
party candidates

(N = 10,873)

ANM, first run 76.2 (8,288)
ANM, past loser 5.2 (567)
ANM, recent loser 12.6 (1,368)
ANM, past winner .1 (7)
ANM, current office holder .4 (45)
FMP, past loser 1.1 (115)
FMP, recent loser 1.0 (106)
FMP, past winner .8 (85)
FMP, current office holder 1.0 (104)
Disaffiliation uncertain 1.7 (188)

ANM, always non-major party candidate; FMP, former major party
candidate.

14The analysis of what candidates do in a future election ex-
cludes elections at the end of the dataset, and so has a smaller
number of cases than that reported in row two. The number
of cases for rows three through seven is reported in row three.
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For former partisans who never won, they are many
times more likely to oppose a major-party candidate
from the party they were not affiliated with prior to
the non-major party run, such as a former Democrat-
turned-independent running against only a Republi-
can candidate. In contrast, FMPs who are current
office holders are almost twice as likely to oppose
a member of the party they just left than a member
of the other party. The difference is almost as great
for FMPs who won sometime further in the past.
Again, this underscores the different motivations be-
tween the different types of FMPs.

Last, we would expect FMPs to tend to run in dis-
tricts that are safer for the party they were just affil-
iated with if they are running for the sake of political
expediency. They may perceive that voters are less
likely to split their votes between two candidates of
a party if it is in a competitive election. Strategic pol-
iticians, interested in continuing their careers, would
have less incentive to abandon their major party, in a
district where that party is weak, to run against a can-
didate from the dominant party. However, the inde-
pendent candidacy, in situations where one leaves
the dominant party to run outside and against it,
could lead to either an outright victory or a closer-
than-desired election in a typical safe district. Both
could grant that ‘‘mugwump’’ leverage within their
former party, leading to concessions from the latter
and reconciliation in the end.

The last row of Table 4 shows the partisanship of
districts the four different types of FMPs run in when
they run in contested elections. For FMPs who were
former Democrats, the statistic reports the percent of
the Democratic share of the two-party vote above 50

percent, while for Republicans it reports vote share
below 50 percent. For example, the average FMP
who was a current office holder was in a district
that obtained 62.9 percent for the party they were af-
filiated with immediately in the past. This share of
the vote is greater than 77.4 percent of contested
elections. Less extreme were FMPs who won in the
past but were not currently holding office. The aver-
age candidate from this group ran in a district that
was 54.9 percent for their former major party,
which is a district that obtained more votes for
their party than 61.1 percent of elections. In contrast,
FMP losers were more likely to run in districts that
favored the other party. The average FMP loser ran
in a district that was around 45 percent for their for-
mer party, making about 60 percent of districts more
favorable to the party they just left than their average
district. The contrast between FMPs who lost in the
past with those who won is noteworthy. Perhaps it in-
dicates that partisans who lost in the past are more
likely to try an independent run if the district is
more closely fought. In contrast, established politi-
cians who run into some type of problem are more
likely to try and run on a non-major party ticket
when they are in a safer district for their party.

In contrast, ANMs tend to run everywhere. The
percent of the two-party vote in the average district
they ran in is indistinguishable from the mean district
overall, but more importantly, the standard deviation
of the normal vote in the districts they run in is approx-
imately the same (16.5 versus 15.3), indicating they
are no more likely to run in lopsided or swing districts.
Conventional wisdom suggests that the stereotypi-
cal, anti-system, ANM is less interested in district

Table 4. Electoral Decisions by Category of Non-Major Party Candidate, 1978–2014

Percent that run ANM

FMP,
former
loser

FMP,
recent
loser

FMP,
former
winner

FMP,
current

office holder

As an independent 23.8 (10,275) 66.1 (115) 61.3 (106) 78.8 (85) 57.7 (104)
As a major party candidate in their next election 3.2 (9,683) 13.9 (108) 7.2 (97) 17.3 (75) 29.8 (104)
As the same major party as their last major party run NA 12.0 6.2 13.3 22.1
As a different major party as their last major party run NA 1.9 1.0 4.0 7.7
As a non-major party candidate in their next election 19.4 10.2 17.5 13.3 11.5
Percent that do not run in the future 77.4 75.9 75.3 69.3 58.7
Percent that run in a race with only one major

party candidate
34.5 (10,275) 44.4 (115) 40.6 (106) 44.7 (85) 49.0 (104)

Percent that run in a race with only one major
party candidate that matches their prior party

NA 5.2 4.7 28.2 26.9

Percent that run in a race with only one major
party candidate that differs from their prior party

NA 39.1 35.9 16.5 14.4

Average % away from 50% of vote NA -4.40 (64) -5.79 (63) 4.94 (47) 12.90 (53)

NA, not applicable.
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dynamics, and this finding in Table 4 provides statis-
tical evidence to support this, for the first time.

Overall, these three tables present a layout for
approaching more nuanced questions concerning
these campaigns while providing new insights into
non-major party candidates, both generally and in
state legislative races, that have not been explored pre-
viously in the literature. It is clear that aggregate sta-
tistics for all non-major party candidates are masking
a critical distinction between ANMs and FMPs. First,
FMPs are more likely to have been electoral victors
prior to their non-major party campaigns than are
ANMs. Second, they are much more likely to run as
independents than under a third-party banner. Third,
FMPs are more likely to run again in the future, and
under their original major-party label. Additionally,
FMP office holders are more likely to run again,
when compared to other FMPs and especially to
ANMs. Fourth, these candidates are also somewhat
more prone to choosing a race with only one major-
party candidate, especially those who are current of-
fice holders. Fifth, those FMPs who never won tend
to oppose candidates from the opposite major party
more than those who are current office holders, who
generally oppose a candidate from their old party.
Sixth, and finally, FMPs are much more sensitive to
district partisanship, though it is dependent on win-
ning or losing in prior races and the length of time
since winning; in contrast, ANMs run just about ev-
erywhere. Combined, the evidence indicates quite
strongly that, taken as a group, FMPs are running
for reasons of political expediency, which gives
pause to the notion that they were motivated primarily
by a philosophic break with their party.

MAJORITIES, PLURALITIES,
AND VOTE SPLITTING

With this said, the evidence to this point mostly
shows differences in choices made by the candidates
themselves. They do not reveal how much, and to
what degree, these choices matter in determining
electoral outcomes. The next step, then, is to evaluate
which types of non-major party candidates are deny-
ing majorities to winning candidates. To parse this
out, Table 5 focuses on races with both a Democrat
and a Republican running in them. It is not possible
to ‘‘spoil’’ an election with just two candidates. The
table also focuses on races with only one non-
major party candidate; those with two or more non-

major party candidates make only a small percentage
of all legislative races (.6 percent). Thus, we seek to
compare ANMs to FMPs by only examining elec-
tions with a single non-major party candidate. The
average percent of the vote received by a non-
major party candidate of a particular stripe is pro-
vided in column two.

A necessary but not sufficient condition for the
candidate who is preferred by the most number of
people to lose, is that no candidate receives a major-
ity of the vote. For example, the fact that neither
Bush or Gore obtained a majority of the vote in Flor-
ida in the 2000 election means that Gore may have
been preferred by more people than Bush, but it
still could have been the case that Bush was preferred
by more voters. Column three reports the percent of
races with each type of candidacy in which the win-
ning candidate did not obtain a majority of votes,
which represents an absolute maximum on the per-
cent of such elections that may have been ‘‘spoiled.’’

Table 5 indicates that in elections contested by
both major parties, ANMs rarely deny the winning
candidate a majority of the vote, a result of only
obtaining around five percent of the vote when they
run. Whether running for the first time, or having
lost in the past, ANMs are only associated with a
non-majority winner 11.5 percent of the time at
most. In contrast, FMPs obtain far more votes than

Table 5. Denying Majorities, by Type of Non-Major

Party Candidate, 1978–2014

Type of race

Percent of
races with
attribute

(N = 89,870)

Average
percent
of vote

Percent
races

with no
majority

No major party candidates .0 (35)
One major party candidate

only
40.1 (36,007)

Major party contested races 59.9 (53,828)
No non-major party 52.7 (47,332)
Two or more non-major

party
.6 (545)

One non-major party only
ANM, first run 5.1 (4,536) 5.7 11.5
ANM, past loser .4 (313) 4.9 5.8
ANM, recent loser .9 (786) 4.7 9.4
ANM, past winner .0 (2) 20.0 100.0
ANM, current office

holder
.0 (8) 51.7 25.0

FMP, past loser .1 (54) 10.5 24.1
FMP, recent loser .1 (57) 8.7 19.3
FMP, past winner .1 (41) 19.6 46.3
FMP, current office

holder
.1 (48) 27.8 54.2

Disaffiliation uncertain .1 (106) 7.6 24.5
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ANMs and are much more likely to be associated
with an election in which the winning candidate
fails to win a majority. Fully 54 percent of major-
party contested elections with current office-holding
FMPs do not have a majority winner. FMP winners
who are not current office holders see such elections
46 percent of the time. It is hard to compare these
FMP winners to ANM winners, as there are so few
of the latter in elections with both a Democrat and
a Republican. What makes recent winner FMPs so
apt to deny majorities is that they often get substan-
tial sums of the vote, but not enough to win, and if
they do win, not enough to win decisively. Elections
with FMPs who lost in the past see a much lower per-
centage of non-majority wins but still see an amount
that is much higher than ANMs by ten or fifteen per-
cent. Looking at all elections, whether they are major
party contested or not, only .7 percent of elections
without FMPs see a non-majority winner, while
19.0 percent of those with an FMP do.

Still, this table does not separate out past and recent
winners and how successful they were in their current
race. This is accomplished in Table 6, which has sep-
arate columns for ANM and FMP past winners and
current office holders, and rows for those who lost,
those who were opposed and won with a plurality,
those opposed who won with a majority, and those
who ran unopposed. First, it should be clear that
being a past winner does not have the same effect
as being a current office holder. Past winners never
run unopposed, and lose at higher rates.

But there are marked differences between FMP
and ANM current office holders. Twenty-five of
44 ANM recent winners were opposed and won
with majorities; 24 of 99 FMPs who were recent
winners did the same. Percentage-wise, then,
ANM current office holders tend to have more suc-
cess in winning with majorities; they are also more
likely to run unopposed (15 versus seven, respec-

tively). FMPs who are current office holders are
more likely to win than ANMs with a plurality (11
to one, respectively), but their success rate in
terms of winning elections is much less.

This leads to the conclusion that ANM office hold-
ers usually garner real support to win office again. The
overwhelming majority (91 percent) of ANM office
holders are re-elected. For FMP office holders, this
is not the case; only a strong minority of such candi-
dates (40 percent) are re-elected. This gap is substan-
tial in differentiating the two types of non-major party
candidates, and it justifies the distinction made.

VOTE PERCENTAGE MODEL

But, a more rigorous empirical approach can help
us better understand voters’ behavior towards non-
major party candidates as well as a more rigorous as-
sessment of how many more votes FMPs are likely to
receive. The first step is analyzing the determinants of
non-major party vote percentages, with the unit of
analysis being the non-major party candidate in elec-
tions contested by both major parties. In the model,
we control for whether there is a major-party incum-
bent or not and the number of other non-major party
candidates (some elections have two or even three,
to a maximum of five in rare circumstances). A vari-
able measuring the absolute value of the percent dis-
tance from 50 percent of the Democratic two-party
vote is included. The latter variable is interesting in
its own right, as it assesses the ability of voters to
vote strategically for non-major party candidates.
The chances of ‘‘spoiling’’ an election are lower the
safer the election for one major party or the other. If
voters are sophisticated enough to know this, more
votes for non-major party candidates will be observed
the safer the district. We also include a dummy vari-
able coded ‘‘1’’ when a non-major party candidate is
an independent.

Then, we create a series of dummy variables re-
lated to candidate characteristics, with the omitted
category being ANMs running for the first time.
The first four variables track all non-major party can-
didates, whether they are ANMs or FMPs, and are
coded ‘‘1’’ for the four possible combinations of run-
ning in the immediate past or earlier, and winning or
losing in the past. Four additional variables are coded
‘‘1’’ under identical conditions, except only for
FMPs. These four variables therefore indicate how
well FMPs do in comparison to other non-major

Table 6. Non-Major Party Candidate Winners:

Always Non-Major Party Versus

Former Major Party Independent

and Third-Party Candidates, 1978–2014

ANM
past

winner

ANM
office
holder

FMP
past

winner

FMP
office
holder

Lost 6 4 82 62
Opposed, won w. plurality 1 1 1 11
Opposed, won w. majority 0 25 2 24
Unopposed 0 15 0 7
Total 7 45 85 104
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party candidates with similar experience, and the
coefficients associated with the first four variables re-
port how well such ANMs perform. We also include
a state level error term to protect against state level
factors spuriously driving relationships.15

These results are presented in Table 7. First, note
that the control variables performed as expected and
are all statistically significant. Non-major party can-
didates obtained about one percent less of the vote
when facing a major-party incumbent and received
about one percent less for every additional non-
major party candidate in the election. All else
being equal, independent candidates obtained 3.3
percent more votes than third-party candidates.

The coefficient associated with ‘‘Deviation from
50 Percent’’ indicates that for every percent away
from a perfectly competitive election, non-major
party candidates received about a tenth of a percent
more votes. As noted, the standard deviation of the
two-party vote in major-party contested elections is
15.3 percent. This implies that going one standard de-
viation above or below 50 percent will result in non-
major party candidates receiving 1.5 percent more
votes, a substantial impact considering how few votes
they receive on average. This implies that some portion
of potential non-major party supporters are sophisti-
cated enough to refrain from voting for non-major
party candidates when it is more likely to cause
their most preferred major-party candidate to lose.

Next, note that ANMs who have either lost in the
past (whether only immediately in the past or not) or
are running for the first time receive very similar
percentages of the vote, although the small substan-
tive differences are statistically significant. Thus,
the coefficient associated with the constant indi-
cates that all three ANM types receive about five
percent of the vote on average, and when all the con-
trol variables are set to zero. In contrast, ANMs who
have won in the past get substantially more votes.
Those who won in the past, but not the immediate
past, received 10.7 percent more than those running
for the first time, and those who were current office
holders received 41.7 percent more.

It has already been noted that FMPs who were
current office holders are more likely to run in dis-
tricts that are safer for the party they just left. It
would also stand to reason that they are more likely
to run in races where neither major party has the
benefit of incumbency, since the FMPs are often in-
cumbents themselves. All types of FMPs are much
more likely to run as independents than ANMs.
Since these are controlled for in the model, we can-
not ascribe differences in the performance of FMPs,
compared to ANMs, to these factors (or vice versa).
FMPs who lost in the past, but are not currently
holding office, do slightly better than comparable
ANMs, receiving 1.36 percent more votes. But if
they lost in the immediate past, their vote percent-
age is not statistically significantly different than
their ANM counterparts.

In contrast, FMP office holders do substantially
worse than ANM office holders (p < .05). These
FMPs still get the benefit of the boost that comes
from holding an office (41.7 percent), but it is offset
by the penalty associated with being an FMP in the
current election (-23.1 percent), for a net increase
over a non-major party candidate running in their
first election of 18.6 percent. This indicates that cur-
rent office-holding FMPs may be attempting to re-
cover from some type of problem that prevented
them from running as a major-party candidate.
FMP winners from the past were not different
from their ANM counterparts in a statistically

Table 7. Determinants of Non-Major Party

Candidate Percent of the Vote, Major-Party

Contested Elections Only, 1978–2014

Independent variable Coefficient

Number of major-party incumbents -.87* (.11)
Number of additional non-major

party candidates
-1.15* (.14)

Independent candidate 3.28* (.17)
Deviation from 50 percent .09* (.01)
Lost in past -.47* (.24)
Lost in immediate past -.36* (.16)
Won past 10.72* (2.25)
Current office holder 41.70* (1.51)
FMP, lost in past 1.36* (.61)
FMP, lost in immediate past .11 (.59)
FMP, won in past -1.17 (2.34)
FMP, current office holder -23.11* (1.63)
Constant 5.07* (.44)
State level error term

Number of groups: 1,030
2.79* (.31)

Election level error term 4.48* (.04)
Log likelihood -20,382.67
N 6,956

Note: *p < .001, two-tailed. Dependent variable percentage of total vote
attained by non-major party candidate.

15Such as the state laws referred to before that allow indepen-
dent candidates to pick an expressive label. Excluding the
state level error term incrementally strengthens the impact of
most variables and causes all variables in the model to attain
statistical significance (p < .05, two-tailed).
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significant sense, obtaining only 1.17 percent less
than ANM winners from the past.

The bottom line is that FMPs do far better than
typical ANMs. This is by virtue of the fact that
they are far more likely to have held office in the
past than ANMs. But when comparing non-major
party candidates who are office holders, ANMs ac-
tually do better. This goes a long way to explaining
why FMPs are more likely to be associated with
elections that do not result in a majority win for
one of the candidates.

These findings are consistent with laws that pro-
hibit non-major party candidates from running if
they are affiliated with a major party. Voters are gen-
erally sophisticated enough to avoid voting for non-
major party candidates so they do not inadvertently
cause their least preferred viable candidate to win.
Loose regulations of independent and third-party
candidacies are adequate. The tendency for non-
major party candidates to receive fewer votes
when elections are more closely fought by the
major parties further justifies this notion. But the
greater percentages of the vote that FMPs receive
are a sign that partisan disaffiliation requirements
for non-major party candidates are necessary.

Still, if evidence can be uncovered that FMPs take
substantially more votes from the party they most re-
cently left, this will provide additional evidence that
such candidates reduce the probability that the candi-
date the public prefers will win and, by extension,
lend support to the need for partisan disaffiliation
laws. This is addressed in the next section.

VOTE-SPLITTING MODEL

Finally, we look empirically at the effects of these
campaigns on vote splitting. To best assess this effect,
the analysis presented here only examines elections
with one Democrat and one Republican, where the
vote-splitting effect would theoretically be important.
If an FMP runs, but they take equal amounts of votes
from the Democratic and Republican candidates, then
their run cannot have made the least preferred major-
party candidate win. If FMPs consistently take dispro-
portionately large percentages of the vote from the
party they just left, this is evidence that they spoil
elections and further justifies the presence of partisan
disaffiliation laws.

An illustrative example clarifies what is being
evaluated in the analysis. In District 73 of the Mon-

tana House in 1994, 1996, and 1998, Republican
Rick Jore obtained about 55 percent of the two-
party vote in each election. In 2000, he lost to a
Democrat who obtained 50.7 percent of the two-
party vote. In 2002 (redistricting comes late to Mon-
tana), Rick Jore ran as an independent and obtained
42.9 percent of the vote, the Republican obtained
7.8 percent of the vote, and the Democrat obtained
49.3 percent of the vote (which is 86.3 percent of
the two-party vote). Jore’s run plausibly caused a
Democrat to win the seat. Is this just an isolated ex-
ample, or a common occurrence?

Spoiling a close election is arguably not as severe
of a problem as spoiling an election where there is a
large difference in support for the two major-party
candidates: the increase in voters dissatisfied with
the outcome is minimal. The fact that FMP office
holders are most likely to run in districts that are
more favorable for their party, but still get enough
votes to potentially spoil it, therefore increases
their potential for damage.

The average Democratic percent of the two-party
vote is computed for sets of elections, each set rep-
resenting one district in one redistricting period.
Vote share is then measured as the deviation from
this mean. All other independent variables are also
mean centered. Elections where ANMs received
more than five percent of the total vote were ex-
cluded from analysis, to ensure that the normal
vote was not contaminated by non-major party can-
didates. All elections since 1968 were included in
these analyses, unlike earlier analyses.16

Evidence was presented in the bottom row of
Table 4 that FMPs who have won in the immediate
past are much more likely to run in districts that
favor the major party they just left. The fact that
FMPs who never won in the past are more likely
to run in districts favored by the other party is an-
other potential problem. The present research de-
sign assesses deviations from the district mean to
guard against endogeneity problems that result
from these patterns.

16We included elections back to 1968 to maximize the number
of cases for analysis. It is possible that one of the ANMs in one
of these elections is actually a non-major party candidate who
ran as a Democrat or Republican before the beginning of the
dataset. But because the number of such candidates is probably
small, and more importantly, given that we exclude elections
where any non-major party candidate who was not identified
as an FMP received five percent or more of the vote, the damage
this would do to the analysis is minimal.
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The control variables ‘‘Incumbency,’’ ‘‘Other,’’ and
‘‘Past Office Holder’’ were also included. The first is
coded ‘‘1’’ if the Democratic candidate is the only in-
cumbent, ‘‘-1’’ if the Republican candidate is the only
incumbent, and ‘‘0’’ otherwise. ‘‘Other’’ is an analo-
gous variable which measured whether the Demo-
cratic and Republican candidates held office in the
other chamber of the legislature in the immediate
past. ‘‘Past Office Holder’’ is analogously coded and
measures whether the Democratic and Republican
candidates held state legislative office in the past but
not in the term prior to the election. It is important
to control for incumbency if the presence of FMP
past winners is associated with open seats. Both na-
tional and state ‘‘waves’’ have large impacts on state
legislative elections (Klarner 2010). To control for
these waves at the national and state levels, error
terms for year and state-year were included in a hier-
archical linear model.

FMPs who were both a Democrat and Republican
in the past (13 candidates) were excluded from this
analysis. Four variables record the percent of the
vote obtained by the four types of FMPs in the elec-
tion, multiplied by ‘‘-1’’ when that candidate was a
Republican and coded ‘‘0’’ when the election did
not have that type of FMP.

The challenge in this analysis is that the number
of major-party contested elections for one district
in one redistricting period (i.e., a ‘‘set’’ of elections)
is often small, which inhibits the ability to estimate
the normal vote. When an election with an FMP is
in a set of elections with only one election, that elec-
tion contributes no information to an estimate of
FMP vote-stealing effects. This challenge is dealt
with somewhat by expanding the ‘‘sets’’ of elections
referred to above in the following ways. First, elec-
tions for all multi-member posts within the same dis-
trict are placed in the same set. Next, all elections for
state house and state senate districts that are identical
are placed in the same set. This sometimes combines
two simultaneous state house elections to multi-
member district posts with a state senate election,
such as in Idaho and Washington. Last, 58 cases
were added to sets of state senate elections that con-
tained FMPs that were created from aggregating val-
ues from elections in their nested state house
districts, did not themselves have FMPs, and other-
wise met the criteria for inclusion in the sample.17

An alternative approach would be to use lagged
vote share as a proxy for the normal vote in a dis-
trict. However, the number of elections with a use-

able FMP that are in a major-party contested
election, and that are not preceded by either redis-
tricting or an uncontested election, is much smaller
than the number of usable elections attained with
the current strategy.

These results are presented in Table 8. The coeffi-
cients associated with the four ‘‘FMP Vote Percent-
age’’ variables indicate the impact of an FMP’s vote
on the votes obtained by the major-party candidate
who shares the party they recently left. For example,
an FMP who won in the past as a Democrat, but not
in the immediate past, was estimated to reduce the
Democratic percentage of the two-party vote by .14
percent for every percent of the vote they obtained.
The coefficients associated with both ‘‘FMP Past Win-
ner Vote Percentage’’ and ‘‘FMP Past Loser Vote Per-
centage’’ attain statistical significance and are similar
in magnitude. However, the coefficient to the variable
one would expect to be most associated with vote

Table 8. Multivariate Model of Vote Stealing

Effects, Deviation from District Mean, 1968–2014

Independent variable
Model one
coefficient

Incumbency 4.76** (.04)
Other 3.97** (.13)
Past office holder 2.23** (.11)
FMP past loser vote percentage -.12** (.06)
FMP recent loser vote percentage .04 (.07)
FMP past winner vote percentage -.14** (.04)
FMP current office holder

vote percentage
.01 (.03)

Constant .02 (.22)
Year error term

Number of groups: 46
1.32** (.16)

State-year error term
Number of groups: 1,029

1.21** (.03)

Election level error term 4.48** (.01)
Log likelihood -192,213.89
N 65,570

Note: **p < .05, two-tailed, *p < .05, one-tailed. Cell entries are the re-
gression coefficient and standard error in parentheses. Cell entries for
error terms are the standard deviation of the error type, with its standard
error in parentheses.

17In other words, if these aggregated state house districts were
associated with a state senate district (via nesting and being in
the same redistricting period) that had an FMP in it, they were
added to the sample. This adds a small but crucial number of
elections, given that many sets of state senate elections only
contain two elections in a redistricting period. The addition of
these cases unfairly but trivially increases the precision with
which the impacts of ‘‘Incumbency,’’ ‘‘Other,’’ and ‘‘Past Office
Holder’’ are computed, but this is not dealt with given their
small impact on standard errors and the great precision their as-
sociated coefficients have anyway (t-values were never less
than 20 in any analysis).
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stealing—‘‘FMP Current Office Holder Vote
Percentage’’—was essentially zero and failed to attain
statistical significance. Nor did the variable associated
with ‘‘FMP Recent Loser Vote Percentage.’’

Given the magnitude of these coefficients in the
context of the percent of the vote FMP candidates
are likely to receive, they are estimated to rarely
‘‘spoil’’ elections. The values of the four FMP vote
variables and their coefficients were utilized to esti-
mate the percentage of elections that would have
resulted in a different major-party winner had the
FMP not run. The results presented in Table 8 imply
that only one of the 212 elections in the analysis
with an FMP would have seen a different major-
party candidate win.18 Nor is this the Montana elec-
tion mentioned above, as the coefficient associated
with being an FMP office holder is essentially zero.
The election that was estimated to have been
‘‘spoiled’’ by an FMP was when a former Democratic
state legislator ran for New Mexico State House Dis-
trict 44 and obtained 12.3 percent of the vote, reduc-
ing the Democratic vote from 50.3 to 48.6 percent of
the two-party vote. The closeness of this election is an
obvious component of why the outcome is estimated
to have been changed. As a check on the overall re-
sults, every election with an FMP was examined,
and this informal process created an impression that
was completely consistent with the notion that there
is no systematic tendency for the party they just
came from to lose more votes.

It should be cautioned that the findings in this
section do not mean that only one election among
the elections examined here was spoiled by an
FMP. FMPs may take more votes from one party
or another in individual races, and thus spoil elec-
tions. The analysis here merely indicates that there
is no tendency on average for FMPs to take substan-
tially more votes from the party they just left.

Why might Democrats (Republicans) who then
become independents or third-party candidates in
the next election not take more votes from the Dem-
ocratic (Republican) than Republican (Democratic)
candidate? One possible explanation is that many
of them are moderates who appeal to both parties,
which would explain why they left the party in the
first place. This explanation is also consistent with
the fact that they often run as independents. If others
are more extreme candidates, which party would lose
the most votes would balance out to an extent.
Another possibility is that some of these candidates
might be viewed as pariahs by the party, whether be-

cause of scandal, personal issues, or personality.
Finally, another possibility is that, without party sup-
port, these wayward partisans are forced to run solely
on the basis of themselves; the votes received are
‘‘personal votes’’ and thus come from both parties.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article, our main goal was to study the rea-
soning put forth to justify partisan disaffiliation laws.
Because of its connection to major-party candidates
jumping ship to non-major party labels, we split
non-major party candidates into former major-party
candidates (FMPs) and always non-major candidates
(ANMs), or those who have not run under a Repub-
lican or Democratic label. By doing so, the evidence
uncovers a marked tendency for FMPs to be associ-
ated with winners who do not obtain a majority of
the vote. In fact, FMPs who are current office holders
are associated with a mere plurality winner an aston-
ishing 54 percent of the time in elections contested
by both major parties. Non-majority winners also
open up the possibility that the first choice of the
electorate has not been chosen, and are also indica-
tive of situations that are more vulnerable to political
manipulation. This evidence supports the rationale
put forth in defense of partisan disaffiliation laws.

Still, voters and candidates behaving to maximize
their self-interest generally avoid outcomes where a
widely disliked candidate is elected to office, thus
obviating the need for more restrictive ballot access
laws. This is because most voters most of the time
do not vote for non-major party candidates, whether
because the two major parties stake out positions that
satisfy many people or because voters are sophisti-
cated enough to not vote for non-major party candi-
dates even if they prefer them. Plausibly, as a result of
how voters behave, potential non-major party candi-
dates refrain from running, most of the time. Many of
those that do run appear to be motivated by ‘‘the jour-
ney,’’ ego, and ideology, and not with thinking
deeply about the strategic nature of candidate entry
into campaigns, as evidenced by the absence of a re-
lationship between favorable conditions for third-
party candidates and the decision of these candidates

18We do not find it credible that these instances of non-major
party wins are instances of ‘‘wrong winners.’’ For this to be
true, supporters of one major party would have to prefer the
other major party to the non-major party or votes for the non-
major party would have had to have been strategic.
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to run. This implies that current ballot-access laws
are sufficient to prevent most third-party and inde-
pendent candidates from creating ‘‘voter confusion.’’

FMPs tend to be exceptions to these rules. Voters
are not as averse to supporting such candidates in
comparison to ANMs. This is partly because FMPs
make decisions that are conducive to receiving more
votes, such as running as independents and, especially
for current office holders, running in districts that are
safe for the party they just left. But over and above
these factors, because they are much more likely
than ANMs to have held office in the past, they obtain
far more votes than the average non-major party can-
didate. On the other hand, most of these prior-office
holding FMPs lose, and they obtain fewer votes
than ANM office holders. This puts them in the posi-
tion to be especially likely to deny winners outright
majorities, which makes them possible ‘‘spoilers.’’

Two additional points need to be made to clarify
what our findings imply. First, these findings do not
imply that third-party candidates and independents
harm electoral integrity, writ large. In fact, the findings
on ANMs suggest that easing ballot access laws would
not severely threaten the integrity of the electoral pro-
cess. If ballot access laws for minor parties were
eased, and another political party became prominent
enough to systematize plurality outcomes created
through political competition and widespread voter
support, criticisms can target first-past-the post,
single-member plurality systems for not properly con-
verting voter sympathies into legislative seats (see
New Zealand’s electoral system prior to changes in
the 1990s and Canadian national elections). Neverthe-
less, it is a product of routinized political competition,
which is pleasing to those seeking a robust democracy.

This is a different issue than pluralities caused by
FMPs, where a majority outcome is denied because
of the temporary use of an independent label (rather
than real independence). These scenarios are poten-
tially problematic, obfuscating the voting process
for the public and causing personal, intra-party dis-
putes to spill onto the ballot. Because of this, we
urge readers to focus on how the reasoning put
forth in defense of partisan disaffiliation laws is sup-
ported by much of the empirical evidence, specifi-
cally with regard to FMPs; this should not be
interpreted as an indictment of minor parties and in-
dependent candidates as a whole.

Second, some readers might find the focus on FMPs
ironic given the 2016 presidential election. With Don-
ald Trump the presumptive nominee on the Republi-

can ticket, without a history of being a party activist
or even a party member, and with Bernie Sanders
launching a strong challenge against Hillary Clinton
on the Democratic side, even though he eschewed
the Democratic label until recently, it appears the
opposite should be the focus of attention. Outsiders
moving into the party, and disrupting the status quo,
is more important than disgruntled partisans, leaving
the fold to adopt an independent or third-party label.

Yet, we argue that this phenomenon is a compo-
nent of the broader argument we make, which is
that the rationale behind partisan disaffiliation laws
is to restrict movement between and out of parties
to try to control the ballot. Trump and Sanders both
moved into the party from no party affiliation,
which is allowed, but the laws in place then made it
difficult for either to leave the party this election
cycle. For example, Trump’s threats of a non-major
party run, had he failed to win the nomination,
would have been made difficult because many state
laws are in place to prevent such a movement. Had
he tried, he likely would have failed to obtain ballot
access in some states because of partisan disaffiliation
laws, in conjunction with ‘‘sore loser’’ laws. The issue
of partisan disaffiliation is still present, even in this
particular presidential race, and those state legislative
candidates who remain disgruntled with their party
over the choices of Trump and Clinton will poten-
tially need to consider these laws, should their anger
remain in the 2017 and 2018 elections. Thus, these
laws are quite important to consider given the current
state of party politics in the United States.

Given these results, and the role these laws can
play in the current political climate, we offer several
suggestions for possible changes to the nature of par-
tisan disaffiliation laws. If maintaining electoral in-
tegrity is key to elections, then an amendment to
current partisan disaffiliation laws that would reduce
the tension between the freedom to run for office
and disruption to the electoral process would allow
major-party incumbents to run, but not as indepen-
dents. If they are really disavowing the ideology of
their former major party, then they could establish
this fact by publicly aligning themselves with the alter-
native ideology of an existing minor party, but only if it
has met the qualifications for being on the ballot.19

The finding that non-major party candidates do

19Allowing them to pick their own label should not be permis-
sible, as this would allow them to pick a party label that essen-
tially identifies them as an independent.
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worse when associated with a third-party label in
comparison to an independent is a built-in safety
valve.

Another method that could be utilized to reduce
the tension between associational rights and threats
to the integrity of the electoral process is to permit
candidates who are affiliated with a party to run
as independents or third-party candidates when a
coming election would be uncontested otherwise.
A complication with such an approach would arise
if two or more additional candidates wanted to run.

Furthermore, there is substantial ambiguity about
what legally constitutes a candidate’s failure to sever
ties with a political party. Common evidence brought
to bear on this question is that a potential non-major
party candidate currently holds an office to which
they were elected as a Democrat or Republican.
Although FMPs who have never held state legislative
office in the past are also associated with a higher
probability of mere plurality winners than ANMs,
this is only for about 22 percent of the major-party
contested elections they appear in. The finding that
FMPs who have held office are more than twice as
likely to deny winners a majority than other FMPs
underscores the utility of focusing on this fact.

This ambiguity in the laws could lead to situations
that the laws were designed to prevent—manipula-
tion of outcomes. If political actors can implement
disaffiliation laws when it suits them, and not enforce
them at other times—such as when the opposing
party is having an intraparty fight—this opens up
the law to abuse. Writing the law so it explicitly pro-
hibits current office holders from jumping ship and
running on another party’s label, whether they have
completed their term or not, would go far to doing so.

Finally, our findings also provide caution to Dem-
ocrats or Republicans who wish to encourage a mem-
ber of the opposite party to defect and run as an
independent for reasons of political gamesman-
ship. We find no systematic tendency for FMPs
who have held office in the past to take more votes
from the party they just left. Their impact on which
major party will win an election is unpredictable.
The same holds for those partisans who believe that
an independent run could help them to reassert
their position within the party by showing how valu-
able they are to the party (by taking votes away and
causing former party members to lose seats); the re-
sults of such a gamble are uncertain, too.

The purpose of this analysis has been to evaluate
partisan disaffiliation laws. But in the process of

comparing FMPs to ANMs, we have uncovered sev-
eral findings regarding ANMs that in themselves
constitute valuable contributions to the study of
third-party and independent candidates. Prior re-
search has not taken a comprehensive look at the
frequency and success of non-major party candi-
dates in state legislative elections in all states from
1968 to 2014. Nor have scholars detected the pat-
terns of strategic voting discussed above regarding
the conditions under which voters support non-
major party candidates—the tendency for more
votes to be given to non-major party candidates
when such votes cannot or are less likely to ‘‘spoil’’
an election. Finally, the quantitative evidence we pro-
vide to support the conventional wisdom about the
motivation behind ANMs’ decisions to run is also
novel.
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